
 

Aspiriant Wins Private Asset Management's 2022 
Diversity Equity and Inclusion Initiative of the Year 

 

 

Los Angeles, CA (March 11, 2022) – Aspiriant, a leading independent wealth management 

firm, today announced that it has been awarded the 2022 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiative 

of the year award by Private Asset Management. The firm received recognition for efforts in 

promoting and enabling diversity, equity, and inclusion internally and in the industry through 

Aspiriant’s Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging (DIB) initiative. 

 

The Aspiriant DIB initiative seeks to maintain and develop a community where employees feel like 

they belong, can be themselves, learn, and thrive. These qualities are necessary for an inspiring 

future, and a diverse and inclusive culture is essential to providing the best for clients and 

employees.  

 

“Our Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging initiative is an ongoing strategy, and this award further 

motivates the Committee and our firm to strengthen our program and find creative ways to keep 

our vision statement top of mind.” said Summer Hammons, Chief People Officer at Aspiriant. 

 

Private Asset Management highlighted the following milestones that differentiated Aspiriant from 

other companies, including but not limited to: forming a DIB initiative and committee, hiring a 

Chief People Officer to foster Aspiriant employees, creating the Aspiriant Impact Scholarship to 

promote diversity in the wealth management industry and increasing diversity among the senior 

leadership team.  

 

“We have always made diversity, equity, and inclusion a priority within our business, but we have 

solidified and formalized our approach and focus over the past few years and are grateful to 

receive recognition for our efforts,” said Rob Francais, Aspiriant CEO. “We are eager to continue 

to develop new initiatives to further improve in this area, as we strongly believe that a variety of 

perspectives is necessary for our firm’s growth, innovation, and prosperity.” 

About Aspiriant  

Aspiriant is a leading independent wealth management firm in the U.S. with more than $14 

billion of assets under management and advisement. The firm provides a full range of wealth 

management services for over 1,700 individuals, families and institutions throughout the country 

with offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Silicon Valley, San Diego, Orange County, New York, 

Boston, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, and Austin. For more information, visit 

aspiriant.com. 

https://www.cfp.net/get-certified/tools-and-resources/apply-for-a-scholarship/aspiriant-impact-scholarship#:%7E:text=about%20the%20scholarship&text=The%20Aspiriant%20Impact%20Scholarship%20aims,diversity%20efforts%20within%20the%20profession.

